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11.11.2016                                                                                           C.R. Case No.327/2015 

IN THE COURT OF SRI R. BODO, S.D.J.M.(S), UDALGURI, BTAD::ASSAM 

                             

C.R. Case No.327/2015 

(U/S-24/25/40/41 of Assam Forest Regulation Act) 

                

State of Assam 

       --------Prosecutor 

     -VS- 

    1. Sri Bolom Daimari 

S/o Sri Jogendra Daimari 

Resident of village-No.3 Kundarbil 

2. Sri Jaipal Daimari 

S/o Late William Daimari 

Resident of Santipur 

Both are under P.S. Harisinga 

Dist. Udalguri, BTAD::Assam  

       ---------Accused persons 

Present:  Sri Rajesh Bodo, A.J.S. 

Advocate for the Prosecution:  Mr. D. Dahal and Mr. B. Chetry learned 

A.P.P.   

Advocate for the accused:    Mr. R. Khakhlary & Mr. J. Daimary 

Evidence recorded on:  15.2.2016/25.4.2016/3.8.2016/8.9.2016 

Argument heard on:  1.10.2016 and 21.10.2016 

Judgment delivered on:  11.11.2016  
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JUDGMENT 

1. The complainant Sri Satya Ram Boro, the Range Officer of Nonai Range 

Forest Office, Nonai of Udalguri District has stated that on 24.6.2015 at about 

4:00 PM the S.S.B. personals of B-Coy Deepabasti BOP Camp handed over 

accused persons namely Bolom Daimary and Jaypal Daimary after 

apprehended them inside the Kundarbil P.R.F. at Tashigaon near Bhutan 

boundary pillar No.272 near about 1 km from the BOP Deepabasti in G.P.S. 

Co-ordinate taken by S.S.B at 1:55 hours along with the following articles: 

i. One wood cutting machine. 

ii. 4 L mobil. 

iii. Two numbers dao. 

iv. 8 L petrol. 

v. One umbrella. 

vi. ½ kilograms M/dal. 

vii. ½ kilograms potato. 

2. The aforesaid articles were allegedly seized from the possession of the 

accused persons and a seizure list was prepared. The statement of witnesses 

were recorded and the accused persons were forwarded to the Court with 

prayer to keep them in judicial custody. After completing the necessary 

formalities, complainant submitted the offence report against the arrested 

accused persons under Sections-24, 25, 40 41, 49(A) and 49(B) of Assam 

Forest Regulation, 1891. 

3. On receipt of the offence report, the case was treated as a complaint filed by 

a public servant in discharge of his official duty. So, the recording of the 

initial statement U/S-200 CrPC was dispensed with. Thereafter, both the 

accused persons were furnished with copies of relevant documents. Since, 

the case was a warrant procedure case instituted otherwise than on police 

report, therefore, the procedure laid down in Sections-244 to 247 of the Code 

was followed. Evidence before charge was recorded.  
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4. During the course of trial the prosecution side examined five witnesses and 

exhibited certain documents relating to the case. The defence reserved cross-

examination of the witnesses till consideration of charge. However, 

inadvertently after examination of the witnesses before consideration of 

charge and without hearing on the point of charges the court fixed the case 

for cross-examination by the defence and also heard argument in the case. 

Later on, the above inadvertent mistake came to the notice and then after 

hearing both sides and also considering the materials on record charge was 

framed U/S-24/25/40/41 of Assam Forest Regulation, 1891. Then the 

particulars of charge was read over and explained to the accused persons to 

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

5. The statement of the accused persons as per Section 313 Cr.PC have been 

recorded wherein they pleaded complete denial. However, the defence did 

not examine any witnesses and accordingly the defence evidence was closed. 

6. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION OF THE CASE :  

(a) Whether on 24.6.2015 the accused persons trespassed inside the 

forest area under Nonai Forest Range and caused damage to the 

reserve forest by cutting timbers and thereby committed the 

offence punishable U/S-24 of Assam Forest Regulation? 

(b)  If so, whether on the same day, time and place the accused 

persons trespassed inside the forest area and fell down trees and 

thereby committed the offence punishable U/S-25 of Assam Forest 

Regulation? 

(c)  Whether on the same day, time and place the accused persons 

had entered inside the prohibited area of forest and removed the 

timbers without any permit and contravened Section-40 of Assam 

Forest Regulation Act and thereby committed the offence 

punishable U/S 41 of Assam Forest Regulation? 

7. I have heard learned advocate of the accused persons Mr. J. Daimary and 

learned APP Mr. B. Chetry in absence of regular ATP of the court Mr. D. 

Dahal. At the time of argument learned Mr. Daimary submitted that the 

accused persons are innocent persons and except the daos nothing were 
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seized from them. He also submitted that they were arrested on mere 

suspicion while they were returning after doing daily hazira. In view of above 

expressing doubt about the prosecution case it is submitted that the accused 

persons be acquitted from this case. Contrary to the submission of learned 

Mr. Daimary learned APP Mr. Chetry submitted that the materials in the 

record are sufficient to hold both the accused persons guilty of alleged 

offence and hence prays for their punishment in accordance with law. 

8. I have also closely perused the case record and the evidence adduced by the 

prosecution witnesses both oral as well as documentary. The submission of 

both the learned advocates are also given due consideration. Now, let me 

discuss the evidence of the prosecution in detail. 

Discussion, decisions and reasons thereof:  

9. The prosecution, in order to prove the case examined five witnesses and 

exhibited the offence report, seizure lists, statement of the accused persons. 

First, let me see what the complainant/PW-5 stated in his evidence. He stated 

that he does not know the accused persons personally. According to him on 

24/6/2015, SSB personals of BOP Depa Basti handed over two accused 

persons along with a wood cutting machine, two daos, 8 L petrol, 4 L diesel, 

one umbrella, ½ kilograms masoor dal and ½ kilograms potato and he seized 

those articles. After that the accused were arrested and forwarded to the 

court. Subsequently, he submitted the detailed offence report vide Ext.4 and 

Ext.4(1) is his signature. The seizure list in respect of accused Bolom Daimary 

has been exhibited as Ext.1 with his signature Ext.1(5). The seizure list in 

respect of accused Jaypal Daimary has been exhibited as Ext.2 with his 

signature Ext.2(5). The forwarding report of the accused persons has been 

exhibited as Ext.3 with his signature Ext.3(1). Ext.5 is the statement of Bolom 

Daimary with his signature Ext.5(1). Ext.6 is the statement of accused Jaypal 

Daimary and Ext.6(1) is his signature. 

10.  Again, in his evidence PW-1 stated similar facts as has been stated by PW-5 

in respect of handing over the accused persons and the seized articles. He 

further stated that the SSB personals told them that the accused were caught 

red-handed at the place of cutting trees. According to him at the time of 

handing over the accused persons himself and other officials were present. 
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The range Forest Officer Satya Ram Boro received and seized the articles and 

prepared a seizure list vide Ext.1 in respect of Bolom Daimary and Ext.1(1) is 

his signature. Ext.2 is the seizure list in respect of accused Jaypal Daimary 

and Ext.2(1) is his signature. Subsequently, both the accused were forwarded 

to the court along with the seized articles. 

11.  In their evidence PW-2, PW-3 and PW-4 corroborated the evidence of PW-1 

and PW-5 to the effect that the accused were handed over to PW-5 alongwith 

the seized articles. They also identified their signatures in the seizure lists as 

Ext.1(2) and Ext.2(2), Ext.1(3) and Ext.2(3), Ext.1(4) and Ext.2(4) 

respectively. 

12.  From the cross-examination done to the prosecution witnesses what is 

transpired is that all the witnesses were present in the office. They admitted 

having puting their signature in Ext.1 and Ext.2 at the office but denied that 

no wood cutting machine was recovered from the possession of the accused 

persons and that the accused are collusively implicated in the case. They also 

admitted that no wood was seized from the possession of the accused 

persons and that they have not seen the place where from the accused 

persons were arrested by SSB personals. PW-5 denied that he forcefully 

compelled the accused persons to admit committing the offence and the 

same fact has been mentioned in the statement recorded by him forcefully. 

He also admitted that the SSB personals were not made seizure witnesses in 

this case. 

13.  On careful scrutiny of the evidence of the prosecution and the stand taken 

by the defence at the time of cross-examination what is clearly apparent is 

that the SSB personals of B-Coy Deepabasti BOP camp handed over the 

accused persons at Nonai range Forest office. According to the offence report 

and exhibited seizure lists a wood cutting machine, 8 L petrol, 4 L diesel, two 

daos, one umbrella, ½ kilograms Masoor dal and ½ kilograms potato were 

seized from them. The fact of seizing all the aforesaid articles, except two 

daos, have been denied by the defence. 

14.  Now, as per record the articles were first seized from the accused persons by 

the SSB personals and then the Range Forest Officer seized the same from 

the SSB personals. However, no SSB personals have been examined in this 
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case on behalf of the prosecution. Thus, from the available evidence on 

record it cannot be said in the positive that they were actually apprehended 

inside the Kundarbil P.R.F. at Tashigaon near Bhutan boundary pillar No.272. 

Revelation of these facts shows that the credibility of the seizure lists have 

not been proved as per law.  

15.  From the facts of the case it is evident that none of the prosecution 

witnesses saw the accused persons committing the offence and the place of 

occurrence. Because, their evidence substantiates only to the effect that the 

accused persons were handed over at the concerned range Forest office and 

subsequent acts done by the Range officer till submission of the offence 

report in the court. In order to prove the chain of events extended up to the 

place of occurrence it was the duty of the prosecution to examine material 

witnesses by examining the SSB personals. But, no endeavour had been 

made in that respect. Therefore, on the basis of available materials in the 

record it is not possible to hold that the accused persons had done anything 

contrary to the provisions of the Act. Moreover, admittedly no wood were 

seized from the possession of the accused persons.  

16.  In view of above discussion I hold that the prosecution has miserably failed 

to establish the guilt of the accused persons beyond all reasonable doubt and 

so they are liable to be acquitted from this case. Accordingly, both the 

accused persons are acquitted from this case and set at liberty forthwith on 

the ground of benefit of doubt. Their bailor is also discharged from further 

liabilities in the case. However, the bail bond submitted on behalf of the 

accused persons shall remain in force for the next six months from today in 

view of the spirit of Section-437A of CrPC. 

17.  The seized article under the custody of the Ranger Officer, Nanoi Range 

office, be auctioned and the money recovered from the auction sale must be 

used in afforestation program in co-ordination with District Legal Services 

Authority. The DFO, Udalguri is directed to supervise the auction and ensure 

afforestation programme through DLSA by expending the sale proceeds and 

submit a compliance report to this Court in due course.  

18.  Send copy of this Judgment & Order to the Chairman DLSA, to the DC, the 

SP and to the DFO. 
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The case is accordingly disposed of. 

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this the 11th 

day of November, 2016 at Udalguri, BTAD::Assam. 

 

Typed and corrected by me:                                                    

 

Rajesh Bodo, A.J.S.             Rajesh Bodo                                             

S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri      S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri  

BTAD, ASSAM              BTAD, ASSAM         
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APPENDIX 

 

1. PROSECUTION WITNESSES: 

i. Sri Bhaben Das---------PW-1 

ii. Sri Rajen Daimari------PW-2 

iii. Sri Lachit Borah--------PW-3 

iv. Sri Lalit Boro------------PW-4 

v. Sri Satya Ram Boro-----PW-5 

 

2. DEFENCE WITNESSES:--NIL-- 

 

3. PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: 

i. Ext.1-----------------Seizure list 

ii. Ext.1(1) to 1(5)---Signature of PW-1 to PW-5, respectively in Ext.1 

iii. Ext.2----------------Seizure list 

iv. Ext.2(1) to 2(5)---Signature of PW-1 to PW-5, respectively in Ext.2 

 v.Ext.3------------------Accused forwarding report 

 vi. Ext.3(1)-------------Signature of PW-5 in Ext.3 

 vii.Ext.4-----------------Offence report 

 viii.Ext4(1)-------------- Signature of PW-5 in Ext.4 

 ix.Ext.5------------------Statement of accused Bolom Daimary 

 x.Ext.5(1)--------------- Signature of PW-5 in Ext.5 
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 xi.Ext.6-------------------Statement of accused Jaypal Daimary 

 xii.Ext.6(1)-------------- Signature of PW-5 in Ext.6 

 

4. DEFENCE EXHIBITS:--NIL---  

Typed and corrected by me:                                                    

 

Rajesh Bodo, A.J.S.            Rajesh Bodo                                             

S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri     S.D.J.M.(S), Udalguri  

BTAD, ASSAM             BTAD, ASSAM         


